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Abstract

We study the nil groups in the algebraicK-theory of the group ring of a virtually cyclic group
We prove these vanish in low degrees and mention some consequences in case the Farr
Isomorphism conjecture is valid.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A group is calledvirtually cyclic if it is either finite or has an infinite cyclic subgrou
of finite index. The relevance of studying properties of virtually cyclic groups is tha
so-called Isomorphism Conjecture (IC) suggests that they completely determine alg
and topological invariants such as the algebraicK-theory of the group ring of any discre
group, see also [8] for other invariants. This conjecture has been verified in special c

Our main result is the following, this may be regarded as a natural consequence
results in [11,12].
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Main Theorem. Let Γ be a virtually cyclic group andR denote the ring of integers in an
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algebraic extension of the rationals. Then

NrKi(RΓ ) = 0, for r � 1, i � −1.

The case of finite groups and infinite virtually cyclic groups of the typeH × T where
H is a finite group andT the infinite cyclic group is in [3], hence our contribution is t
case of infinite virtually cyclics.

Our analysis of infinite virtually cyclic groups is based on the following classifica
theorem due to P. Scott and T. Wall:

Proposition 1 [19, Theorem 5.12].Let Γ be an infinite virtually cyclic group. ThenΓ is
isomorphic to

Type 1. A semidirect productH � T whereH is a finite group andT is the infinite cyclic
group, or

Type 2. A nontrivial amalgam of finite groups of the form

G0 ∗
H

G1,

where|G0 : H | = 2 = |G1 : H |.

Thus, the techniques are divided accordingly. For groups of type 1 we use a twiste
version of Bass–Heller–Swan formula found by Farrell and Hsiang in [7] then extend
[5] and in [9]. Groups of type 2 require the analysis of Waldhausen’s nil groups asso
to a co-Cartesian square of rings. These techniques are essentially those of the p
Connolly and Da Silva in [3] and then explored extensively by Connolly and Prassid
Prassidis and Juan-Pineda [12], Farrell and Jones [9] and Juan-Pineda [11]. An im
improvement in our techniques is that it allows us to work with group rings of the formRΓ

whereR is any ring of integers in an algebraic extension of the rationals and not on
integers. This is relevant as more general Isomorphism Conjectures have been pr
see, for example, [2].

This paper is organized as follows: we first recall the background material to stud
algebraicK-theory ofRΓ whenΓ is an infinite virtually cyclic group. Since there are tw
classes of infinite virtually cyclics we recall the machinery for each. Finally, we prove t
main result in the last two sections. We thank the referee for many valuable suggest
improve this presentation.

2. Statement of results

We set up our Main Theorem in this section, mention some of its consequence
relate these to other results. For any ringR, let Ki(R) denote the algebraicK-groups ofR
for all i ∈ Z. In the process of studying theseK groups one is led to study the relation
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algebraicK-theory of a ring with that of its polynomial (Laurent) extension, this was done
ned as
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],
by Bass–Heller–Swan [1] and leads to the discovery of the nil groups. These are defi

NKi(R) = Ker
[
Ki

(
R[t]) ε∗−→ Ki(R)

]
,

whereε∗ is induced by the augmentationε :R[t] → R. The relation betweenKi(R) and
Ki(R[t]) is given explicitly by Bass–Heller–Swan formula, [18, 3.2.22]:

Ki

(
R[T ]) ∼= Ki(R) ⊕ Ki−1(R) ⊕ 2NKi(R) for i � 1.

One instance in which there are no nil terms is the following

Theorem 2 (Bass–Heller–Swan).LetR be a regular ring then

Ki

(
R[T ]) ∼= Ki(R) ⊕ Ki−1(R) for all i � 1.

Higher nils,Nr , are defined inductively by takingR[t1, . . . , tn]. An alternative definition
may be found in [3].

Main Theorem. Let Γ be a virtually cyclic group andR denote the ring of integers in a
algebraic extension of the rationals. Then

NrKi(RΓ ) = 0, for r � 1, i � −1.

To put this in context, we explain the motivation for looking at the nil groups assoc
to virtually cyclic groups. LetG be a discrete group and denote byF the family of all
virtually cyclic subgroups ofG, byO the orbit category ofG restricted toF , and byKR

the Davis–Lück functor [6]:

KR :O → SPECTRA.

This functor evaluated at each objectG/H is weak homotopic to the nonconnecti
delooping [14] of the algebraicK theory spectrum of the ringRH ; with this machinery
Davis and Lück [6] constructed a generalized homology theory on the category ofG-CW-
complexes:

H∗(−−;KR),

and associated to this we have a correspondingassemblymap:

AR,F :H∗
(
E/G; {KR}) → K∗(RG), (1)

whereE/G denotes a classifying space for the familyF . The Isomorphism Conjectur
proposes:

Isomorphism Conjecture. AR,F is an isomorphism for any discrete groupG and any
ring R.

The Isomorphism Conjecture has been verified in some cases, for example, in [2
Bartels, Farrell, Jones and Reich prove the conjecture for any ringR, when G is the
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fundamental group of a compact Riemannian manifold with strictly negative sectional
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nce

t

curvature and∗ � 1, see also [10].
Recall that the assembly maps are natural in the ringR and the groupG, with this

observation we have a split cofibration of spectra over the orbit category

KR → KR[t] → NR

induced by the inclusionR → R[t] and whereNR is by definition the cofiber and ha
homotopy groups the nil groups ofRH at the objectG/H .

From the long exact sequence in generalized homology associated to the abosplit
cofibration and from the identityR[t]G = RG[t], we have the following, compare with [2
Proposition 7.4].

Proposition 3. AssumeAR,F is an isomorphism. ThenAR[t ],F is an isomorphism if and
only if

NAR,F :H∗(E/G;NR) → NK∗(RG)

is an isomorphism as well, whereNA is the assembly map corresponding to the spect
valued functorNR.

We may rephrase the above proposition by saying that the nil groups ofRG depend on
regular nil groups, twisted nil groups and Waldhausen nil groups as well. The precis
in which all of these interact is built in the groups

H∗(E/G;NR).

and in the spaceE/G.

Corollary 4. Assume the assembly map

AR,F :H∗
(
E/G; {KR}) → K∗(RG),

is an isomorphism for the ring of integersR in an algebraic extension of the rationals,
polynomial extensionR[t]; and for∗ � 1. Then

NKi(RG) = 0 for i � −1.

Proof. From Proposition 3 we have that

NAR,F :H∗(E/G;NR) → NK∗(RG)

is an isomorphism for∗ � 1. There is an Atiyah–Hirzebruch–Quinn [15] spectral seque
computingH∗(E/G;NR) with E2-term given by

E2
p,q = Hp

(
E/G; {

NKq(RH)
}) �⇒ Hp+q(E/G;NR).

WhereHp(E/G; {NKq(RH)}) is the homology of the spaceE/G with local coefficients
theNKq(RH)-groups andH runs over the virtually cyclic subgroups ofG. Now, in the
rangep + q � −1, we have by our Main Theorem thatNKq(RH) = 0, this gives tha
E2

p,q = 0 and therefore 0= Hi (E/G;NR) ∼= NKi(RG) for i � −1. �
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3. Background material
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In this section we outline the basic definitions and results to be needed. Given a
group H of order n. Let R be the ring of integers in an algebraic extensionL of the
rationals. One of the main ideas is to find an appropriateR-orderA with the property
that RH ⊂ A and nA ⊂ RH , the consequence is that we may place the ringRH in
a Cartesian square where everything else is quasi-regular. Hence the Mayer Vieto
sequence associated to this square will give the vanishing of the (Ki,N

rKi )-groups in a
certain range. This has been observed by many authors, e.g., [16,17]. The extra ing
is that we have to consider not only the ringRH but an automorphismα :RH → RH

as well, hence we need anα-invariant order inRH that is maximal with this property
If it were only maximal it would also be hereditary, hence the difficulty is to find
invariant underα, this was achieved in [9, Theorem 1.2] for the caseR = Z and in the
above generality in [11, Theorem 2], it has also been accomplished by Kuku and T
[13]. The precise statement is:

Proposition 5 [11, Theorem 2].Let H be a finite group of ordern and α :H → H an
automorphism. Then there exists anR-orderA ⊆ LH with the following properties

(1) RH ⊂ A;
(2) A is α-invariant;
(3) A is a right hereditary ring, hence right regular;
(4) nA ⊂ RH .

Corollary 6. Given a finite groupH of ordern, a ring R and automorphismα as above,
let A be anR order as in the above theorem. Then the following is a Cartesian squar

RH A

RH/nA A/nA

Now, recall that given a Cartesian square of rings where at least one of the morp
landing inS is surjective:

R A0

A1 S

we have, forr � 1, a Mayer Vietoris exact sequence associated to this [1, Theorem
p. 677]

NrK1(R) → NrK1(A0) ⊕ NrK1(A1) → NrK1(S)

→ NrK0(R) → NrK0(A0) ⊕ NrK0(A1) → NrK0(S)

→ NrK−1(R) → ·· · .
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3.1. Waldhausen nils
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We mentioned the Mayer Vietoris sequence associated inK theory when we have
Cartesian square of rings. The dual situation would be that of having a co-Cartesian
of rings (or a pushout). This time the relation inK-theory is more intricate and leads
Waldhausen nil groups, these were extensively studied in [20] and in some sens
measure the failure of the expected sequence to be exact. Here is the setup, the fo
material may be consulted in detail in [12,5].

Let τ be the following category: the objects are triplesR = (R;B0,B1), whereR is
a ring andB0,B1 areR-bimodules. A morphism(φ,f0, f1) : (R;B0,B1) → (S,C0,C1)

whereφ :R → S is a ring homomorphism andfi :Bi ⊗R S → Ci (i = 0,1) are(R − S)-

bimodule homomorphisms. The Waldhausen nil groups,Ñil
W
i , are functors fromτ to the

category of Abelian groups, their definition is as follows: given an objectR in τ , we define
the categoryNil(R) whose objects are quadruples(P,Q;p,q) whereP andQ are finitely
generated projective rightR-modules and

p :P → Q ⊗ B0, q :Q → P ⊗ B1

areR-homomorphisms such that the following compositions vanish after finitely m
steps

P
p→ Q ⊗ B0

q⊗1→ P ⊗ B1 ⊗ B0 → ·· · ,
Q

q→ P ⊗ B1
p⊗1→ Q ⊗ B0 ⊗ B1 → ·· · .

Morphisms are homomorphisms on the modules compatible with the corresponding
Moreover, exact sequences are defined in the obvious way and observe that the
forgetful functor

F : Nil(R) → PR ×PR,

wherePR denotes the category of finitely generated projectiveR modules. The Wald
hausen nil groups are defined as

Ñil
W
i (R) = Ker

(
Ki

(
Nil(R)

) Fi→ Ki(PR ×PR)
)
, for i ∈ Z.

Our next task is to identify the Waldhausen nils with the reducedK-theory of an
augmented ring, this is one of the main results in [4, Proposition 2.6 wheni = 1] and
[12, Remarks after Theorem 3.7 fori < 1]. We describe the augmented ring, given
R-bimoduleM, let TR(M) denote the tensor algebra ofM. Now, given a tripleR =
(R;B0,B1) we define the following matrix ring

Rρ = ρ(R) =
(

TR(B1 ⊗R B0) B1 ⊗R TR(B0 ⊗R B1)

B0 ⊗R TR(B1 ⊗R B0) TR(B0 ⊗R B1)

)
where multiplication is given by matrix multiplication and on each entry by concatena
There is a natural augmentation map

ε :Rρ →
(

R 0
0 R

)
.
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Recall that theNK groups ofRρ are by definition the kernels of the induced byε in the

t
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xact

et
correspondingK theories. The relation betweenNK(Rρ) and Ñil
W

(R) is given by the
following proposition

Proposition 7 [4,12, loc. cit.].There are natural isomorphisms

NKi(Rρ) ∼= Ñil
W
i−1(R), for i � 1.

We now recall some vanishing results for Waldhausen nils

Proposition 8 [20]. LetR be a regular ring, then for any tripleR = (R,B0,B1), it follows
that

Ñil
W
i (R) = 0 for all i ∈ Z.

The above may be improved, a ringR is quasi-regularif it has a two sided nilpoten
idealJ such thatR/J is regular.

Proposition 9 [5, Corollary 3.13].LetR be a quasi-regular regular ring, then for any trip
R = (R,B0,B1), it follows that

Ñil
W
i (R) = 0 for i � −1.

Here is how triples arise from co-Cartesian square of rings. Let

co-CS 1.

R A0

A1 S

be a co-Cartesian (a pushout) square in the category of rings. We call this anadmissible
square if the morphisms coming out ofR are pure inclusions, i.e., they are inclusions a
induceR-bimodule splittings

Ai = R ⊕ Bi for i = 0,1.

These splittings define the triple

R = (R;B0,B1).

Furthermore by [20], associated to a co-Cartesian square as above, there is a long e
sequence (for alli ∈ Z)

· · · → Ki(A0) ⊕ Ki(A1) → Ki(S) → Ki−1(R) ⊕ Ñil
W
i−1(R) → ·· · .

We concentrate in a special kind of triples,introduced in [5], and defined as follows: l
R be our ground ring and letα :R → R be a ring isomorphism, we denote byRα the free
R-bimodule where the leftR multiplication is the usual ofR and the right multiplication
is rs = rα(s).
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Definition 10. An admissible triple is one of the formR = (R,Rα,Rβ) for some

s. We

t

e

gram

s
ils of
automorphismsα andβ of R.

One of he main efforts of [5] is to analyze the Waldhausen nils of admissible triple
recall one of the main results concerning admissible triples.

Proposition 11 [5, 3.2,3.8,3.13].There are natural isomorphisms

Ñil
W
i

(
R;Rα,Rβ

) ∼= Ñil
W
i

(
R;Rαβ,R

) ∼= Ñil
W
i

(
R;R,Rβα

)
.

We now specialize in triples arising from amalgams. LetΓ = G0 ∗
H

G1 be an amalgam

of finite groups where

|G0 :H | = 2 = |G1 :H |.
This is an infinite virtually cyclic group of type 2. The group ringRΓ fits into a co-
Cartesian square

co-CS 2.

RH A0

A1 RΓ

whereA0 = RG0,A1 = RG1 and B0 = R[G0 − H ],B1 = R[G1 − H ]. Observe tha
eachBi is a free leftRH module but the rightRH -module structure istwistedby an
automorphism ofRH , induced by an automorphism ofH . This gives the admissible tripl

R = (
RH ;RHα,RHβ

)
. (2)

Next, from an admissible diagram as co-CS 1, we get the following admissible dia
by taking polynomial extensions:

co-CS 3.

R[t] A0[t]

A1[t] S[t]

and from this we get the tripleR[t] = (R[t];B0[t],B1[t]). Now, there is an obviou
inclusion from co-CS 2 into co-CS 3 whose induced cokernels define the Bass n
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all rings in the squares, this gives a natural transformation of long exact sequences, and for

marize

t.

ure
g

xcept

square
i � 1

· · ·Ki(A0) ⊕ Ki(A1) Ki(S) Ki−1(R) ⊕ Ñil
W
i−1(R) → ·· ·

· · ·Ki(A0[t]) ⊕ Ki(A1[t]) Ki(S[t]) Ki−1(R[t]) ⊕ Ñil
W
i−1(R[t]) → ·· ·

By taking cokernels of all vertical maps we have a long exact sequence. We may sum
the above discussion in the following:

Proposition 12. LetΓ be an infinite virtually cyclic group of the form

Γ = G0 ∗
H

G1,

where|G0 :H | = 2 = |G1 :H |. Then, there is a long exact sequence fori � 1, r � 0

· · ·NrKi(RG0) ⊕ NrKi(RG1) → NrKi(RΓ )

→ NrKi−1(RH) ⊕ Nr Ñil
W
i−1(R) → ·· · , (3)

whereR is as in(2), andNr( ) are the Bass nils.

This is a Bass–Connolly–Da Silva–Milnor type sequence associated to a pushou

4. Twisted nils

Let Γ = H � T , whereH is a finite group of ordern andT denotes the infinite cyclic
group. Letα denote the automorphism ofH that defines the semidirect product struct
of Γ . Then the group ringRΓ is isomorphic to the twisted Laurent polynomial rin
RHα[T ] see, for example [7]. By Proposition 5 there is anR-orderA which isα-invariant
and fits in the following Cartesian square

Cs 1.

R[H � T ] Aα[T ]

(RG/nA)α[T ] (A/nA)α[T ]

Now by Proposition 1.4 of [9], all the terms in the above square are quasi-regular, e
R[H � T ]. To simplify the writing, let us renameBα = (RG/nA)α andCα = (A/nA)α ,
from the Mayer Vietoris sequence in nil groups associated to the above Cartesian
we have fori � 1 andr � 0:

· · ·NrKi(RΓ ) → NrKi

(
Bα[T ]) ⊕ NrKi

(
Aα[T ])

→ NrKi

(
Cα[T ]) → NrKi−1(RΓ ) → ·· · .
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But by quasi-regularity,

x
.

esian
NrKi(S) = 0, for r � 1, i � 0

whenS is Bα[T ],Aα[T ] or Cα[T ], hence it follows that

NrKi(RΓ ) = 0 for r � 1, i � −1.

5. N(Ñil
W

)

Let Γ = G0 ∗
H

G1 be our infinite cyclic group of the second type, where|G0 :H | = 2 =
|G1 :H |, andH is a finite group.

By Proposition 7 we may identifỹNil
W
i−1(R) with theNKi groups of a suitable matri

ring Rρ . Let A be a regularα-invariantR-order, contained inLH given by Proposition 5
This induces triples, that by Proposition 11 we may assume of the following form

A = (
A,Aα,A

)
R/nA = (

RH/nA, (RH/nA)α,RH/nA
)

A/nA = (
A/nA, (A/nA)α,A/nA

)
,

which in turn gives corresponding matrix ringsAρ, (RH/nA)ρ, and(A/nA)ρ which fit
into a Cartesian square [5, Proposition 3.14]

Cs 2.

RHρ Aρ

(RH/nA)ρ (A/nA)ρ

Observe that the ringsAρ, (RH/nA)ρ , and(A/nA)ρ are quasi-regular, henceNKi() =
0 for i � 0 and for any of these rings. The Mayer–Vietoris associated to the Cart
squareCS 2 gives fori � −1 exact sequences

0 → NKi(RHρ) → 0.

ThusÑil
W
i−1(R) ∼= NKi(RHρ) vanishes fori � −1, and consequentlỹNil

W
i (R) vanishes

for i � −2.
Now, for i � 1, from the exact sequence

NK−i (RG0) ⊕ NK−i (RG1) → NK−i (RΓ )

→ NK−i−1(RH) ⊕ NÑil
W
−i−1(R) → ·· · ,

the fact thatH,G0, andG1 are finite, and from [3, Proposition 4.4] it follows that

NrKi(RΓ ) = 0 for i � −1, r � 1.
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